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What do we mean by 
our Soul or Spirit?

 In order to really understand what 
different religions think about life after 
death it is important to understand the 
terms soul and spirit

 With my class I completed this activity by 
RE Today:

 1. Divide an A4 sheet in half and draw a 
quick portrait of yourself on one half

 2. On the other half ask pupils in the class 
to write a list of your attributes and 
characteristics, both positive and negative 
(remind children to tread gently here!)

 3.Talk about when someone dies their 
body wears out or got damaged

 4. Tear the paper in half and only keep the 
side with the characteristics on.

 5. Throw picture away, as if your body has 
worn out, discuss how just your attributes 
are left – your spirit or soul

 6. Discuss big questions children have 
about the soul and then draw or paint a 
picture of your soul. Be creative!



In Our Class Floor Book…



My Class drew what they thought their 

soul might look like.



Muslims believe that 
there is life after 
death.

 They believe that death is not the 
end

 Muslims believe in the 
resurrection of the body

 They believe that when people die, 
they stay in the grave until the 
Last Day when God will bring the 
world to an end.  Then everyone 
will be raised with resurrected 
bodies for a final judgement.  



Judgment

 God will judge people on whether they have been good or bad 

Muslims; the good will go to al’Jannah (heaven) for ever; the 

bad will go to Jahannam (hell) for ever.

 This belief makes Muslims aware that everything they do is 

known to God and will be used by God to decide whether to 

send them to heaven or hell.  Therefore their behaviour is 

affected by their beliefs about life after death.





Quran Quote

 "Those that fear God and do 
good are promised a Garden 
through which rivers flow. The 
fruits of this garden are 
everlasting, and so is the shade. 
This is for those who believe, 
for those that don’t there is 
the fire.



 Muslims believe in life after death because:

 It is one of the six main Muslim beliefs.

 It is what the Qur’an teaches and the Qur’an is the 
word of God.

 They believe that life is a test from God, which only 
makes sense if there is life after death.  Belief in life 
after death gives their lives meaning and purpose.

 It is taught in the hadith (a collection of sayings 
made by the Prophet).

Why Do 

Muslims 

Believe in Life 

After Death?



Children’s activity

 Write a list of things that anyone might do in their life:

 Help others 

 Watch television

 Tell lies

 Steal from a shop

 Share food

 Eat a lot of chocolate

 Write something unkind on social media



Activity

The children write each thing on a strip of card (5 things each)

The teacher collects all the cards in and then randomly redistributes 
them around the class

Each table of children work together to decide on which side of the set 
of balancing scales each piece of card goes – good or bad?

At the end each group presents back to the class a brief profile of their 
character and whether they came out as good or bad when judged!



Each table has a large sheet of paper in the 

middle with a pair of balancing scales on.

Good Bad



A Good Book…….


